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Remarks
● I’m the short term replacement for the original speaker.

● Rough Target Group for this course:

BEGINNERS __________ ADVANCED ____________ EXPERT



Overview
● (Reminder) on Template Basics

● Policies

● Some Examples of Usage



Motivation
● Runtime and Compile-time polymorphism can often be used alternatively.
● Pro template: 

○ Better compiler optimization, as the compiler knows what code will run.
○ Easier to handle, if you have a large number of very similar classes (e.g. container classes, where 

you would need a subclass per data type)
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executionTemplates work similar to text 
replacements (not identical). v-table look up at run time;



(Reminder) on Template Basics
Function- and Class- Templates allow to create semantically 
similar functions and classes with different parameters.
Example function template: 

Compilation and execution yields:



Compilation and execution yields:
Specialisation helps in situations, 
where you need different behaviour 
for a special type.

Our old getMaxValue function 
compares the pointer values, not 
the values pointed to.



Partial specialisation unfortunately 
works only for classes, not 
functions...

Note the interface: 
const int *& 
is something different than 
int * const & 



Deduction of template types is tried as good 
as possible as default values, but as with 
default values at functions, non-deducible 
values need come first.

smarter order



Instead of types, integer values can as 
well be used to specialise a function.



Practice of Template Basics 1
● Have a look into practiceSimpleTemplate.cc 

e.g. “wget https://wiki.scc.kit.edu/gridkaschool/upload/3/31/PracticeSimpleTemplate.cc ./”

○ Change the global functions in such a way, that they can deal with different types of 
containers with different type specialisations.

○ Use them!

○ Compile the example with SCons.

https://wiki.scc.kit.edu/gridkaschool/upload/3/31/PracticeSimpleTemplate.cc


Note the power of iterators and 
the auto keyword!

tripleValue



Partial Specialisation 
of class Templates It is on the 

Wiki.



We had the case of functions before, where 
partial specialisation is impossible.

Here we can still be generic and the thing 
would work for double/double*, too.



Policies
● Policies [Introduced in “Modern C++ Design” by Andrei Alexandrescu] are a template based way 

to implement the Strategy Pattern [Introduced in “Desing Patterns” by Gamma et al.].

○ Let’s first have a look at the Strategy Pattern;



Short Diagram Explanation

● In short(er than Wikipedia):
Certain Structures, that solve fairly common problems;

● Often expressed as UML (Universal Modelling Language) Diagram; 

All normal arrows 
express a conceptual 
reference, e.g. a C++ 
reference or pointer.

Filled arrows usually 
express inheritance.

Compositor
Compose()
anotherFunc()

The class name is 
written bold, below 
are the important 
public functions.

Implementation details.



Strategy Pattern (using inheritance)

● Assume you want to program an editor, and whenever something is 
changed, it checks, if it has to recompose line breaks.

Composition
Traverse()
Repair()

compositor->Compose()

Compositor
Compose()

SimpleCom-
positor
Compose()

TeXComp- 
ositor
Compose()

ArrayComp- 
ositor
Compose()



Strategy Pattern - Structure
Depending on the type of object, 
the reference points to, the 
behaviour changes.
Behaviour can be dynamically 
changed during running.



When to Use Recommendations
E. Gamma et al.; Design Patterns

● Many related classes differ only in their behaviour (but are called in equal 
ways).

● You want to employ Different Variants of an algorithm, e.g. with different 
space/time constraints.

● You can hide data structures in specific strategy implementations.
● Multiple conditional statements in a class --> Move to Strategy class for 

greater flexibility and better overview.



Consequences

● You create families of related algorithms.
Inheritance from the abstract Strategy may help factor out common 
behaviour.

● Alternative to subclassing.
Allows dynamic switching of the algorithm, reasonable naming (you need a 
name for the algorithm, not the class, that uses it), and no exponential 
increases of subclasses for combinations of orthogonal behaviour.

● Alternative to conditional statements,
which make code less easily maintainable, and may lead to branch 
misprediction etc.



More Consequences

● Clients must be aware of different Strategies.
A default behaviour is not foreseen in this simple case. Clients need to 
choose something. Sometimes a reasonable default behaviour may be 
implemented, when there is no Strategy object at all.

● Strategy interface probably provides very generous interface with 
information for all types of concrete strategies. This may produce 
performance issues. Or the context may pass itself (see below).

● If you have stateless concrete strategy objects, they may be shared among 
several contexts (and can be flyweights; state information might be 
storable in the context).



Policies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Policy-based_design

● private inheritance means: you 
inherit the implementation, not the 
interface;

● has nothing to do with an “is a” 
relationship;



● You specify as template parameter from which class you inherit.
● Still more efficient than runtime-polymorphism, as you will usually not have pointers 

to the base type/ virtual functions etc. 



● If the policy is inherited publicly, you can have additional methods.

● As stated before, policies as a strategy-like thing work best, when they are 
fully orthogonal. If they are not, maybe traits can help you work around…

● Price to pay: Essentially you are creating a new class for each combination 
of policies, so in that sense it is more like subclassing than the original 
Strategy, but you are creating the Subclasses with very little effort.



One more policy for the 
sake of it...



If I don’t have the private 
inheritance, I need here a member to 
have an instance of the object. 
If the Policy has no state, I could of 
course use simply function 
specifications as shown later.



Remark on a Pitfall using 
Templates
The compiler parses templates for looking at syntactic 
correctness early on. In case of possibly misinterpretation, 
the non-template is assumed, e.g. here value multiplication.



For Practice on Policies...
● I would like you to work on a bigger toy project rather than just a few lines of code, so you can 

have a better feeling on using templates in a more realistic setup.
○ As the this bigger project uses another Design Pattern, I would like to introduce it, the 

Composite.



Composite
● Tree-like structure, that allows treating individual objects and sub-

composites in a similar way.
● E.g. a text editor program may have glyphs, that can again have sub-

glyphs. 



Sometimes the flexibility of possible operations 
is enhanced, if a child has as well a reference 
to the parent (or some subclasses have...).
This pattern is fairly broad in terms of what 
additional features might be there.



Client Component
operation ()
add (Component)
remove (Component)

Leaf
operation ()

Composite
operation ()
add (Component)
remove (Component)
getChild (int)

Children again inherit 
from Component.

for all g in 
children
g.operation();

Declares the interface for objects in the composition, interface for managing children. 
If appropriate declares defaults and parent access.

A primitive object in the 
composition; e.g. a glyph; Defines behaviour for components with 

children;
Stores child components;
Implements child-related operations;
e.g. a row

Operation could e.g. be 
draw();
A composite would be 
responsible to give 
reference coordinates to 
its children.



Remarks

● It is not strictly necessary, that the leaf handles all operations.
In this example, e.g. if the document is asked about its length, the 
document may add the column length, the columns the row lengths, 
but the row would search for the single largest length.



Consequences

● Composite object and primitive object have a common interface to client 
requests.

● Simplifies the client, which only operates on the provided component 
interface.

● Easy to add new kinds of components.
● Difficult to control on what you are running. The composite may contain 

components you don’t expect.



Practice for 
Policies

● A little project to be able to test the practicability of policies in a “real” situation.
○ Try first to make the WidthStrategy into a policy.
○ Next make the ColourStrategy into a policy.
○ If you think your construction is very ugly now, try to make it nicer.









What have we learned from the project?

● It was only easy to change things, because SpecialCell inherits from Cell, which is the interface 
for most of the algorithms.

● Is it better to use Strategy or Policy here?
○ I think the Strategy is easier to read.
○ Theoretically there is a minor speed improvement.
○ Policies prevent the detector being changed during runtime.

In total I think here it is mostly a matter of taste.



Some Usage Examples
● Let’s have a look into some examples, just so you see people use templates in HEP software.



From basf2: RelationObject

● Use templates to avoid diamond 
inheritance, for objects, that 
should inherit from 
RelationsObject (interfacing to 
relations) and some other object 
that already inherits from TObject



Use template for automatic name deduction, check equality of type in I/O 
with expected type...



Algorithms, that 
need to run very 
fast.



Objects for generic 
algorithms
Possibilities, not necessarily recommendations



Avoiding Inheritance
● To avoid inheritance (and that is part of the usage of templates), you may use interface 

forwarding, e.g. 
struct Foo {
get_size (){return bar.get_size()}
private:
 vector<> bar
}



Templates can be used as 
well to instantiate 
something with a specific 
value, though this is 
uncommon.

Elipsis operator is 
part of C++11



from wikipedia



Proof of Reality Usability

Helper for conversion of Python objects into C++ objects in the basf2 Framework


